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I. INTRODUCTION

Many new technologically interesting materials have a complex
chemical and crystalline structure.1 Complex metal oxide thin films
belong to this class, and therefore, it is of considerable interest to
investigate methods that allow deposition of such films with good
control of the film composition as well as to study the relations
between the film stoichiometry and film structure and properties.

Magnetron sputtering using individual metal targets can offer
a good control of the film composition.2,3 Therefore, this method
has been applied to growMg�M�O thin films (withM = Al, Cr,
Ti, Y, and Zr) with varying stoichiometry.4,5 The growth of MgO
thin films is well studied, and hence, this oxide was used as an
initial material for research when another metal is added. Along
with the experimental study, atomistic simulations of the thin
film deposition, by means of classical molecular dynamics (MD),
were carried out.5,6 Although two major simplifications were set
into the developed MD model in order to make it effective in a
reasonable CPU time (see below), the model predicted well the
film structure for the systems for which reliable interatomic
interaction potentials were available in the literature (M = Al, Cr,
and Y). It was found that when adding the other metal M at low
concentration, the structure of the film is MgO rock salt with M
in solid solution. Increasing the M concentration decreased the
crystallinity until at some point an amorphous structure was
detected.5,6 Moreover, in the case of adding Y, Y2O3 nanocrys-
tallites were found in the amorphous regions.7

In these earlier studies, two main approximations were
implemented to make the MD modeling viable. First, the

deposited species were metallic and oxygen ions instead of
neutral metallic atoms or oxygen molecules, although the neutral
species typically have the major contribution in real film
growth.8,9 This means that the simulation started with the
chemisorbed states of the deposited ad-particles. Hence, the
initial high mobility of the physisorbed metallic adatoms, which
improves the film density by reducing void formation,10 was not
simulated. Nevertheless, their energy contribution to the film was
taken into account. In addition, the ad-particles reside in the
chemisorbed stable state for a much longer time compared to the
time they reside in the physisorbed metastable state.10 For
example, in the case of deposition of MgO thin films, it was
shown that the formation of a MgO diatomic molecule is the
basic charge-transfer process and the molecule is indeed a stable
entity with a very long lifetime.11 Moreover, it was calculated that
the process does not have an activation barrier, except for
diffusion of the Mg adatom (∼ 0.3 eV); i.e., the process has
high reaction rates, and themobileMg adatoms form ionic bonds
shortly after their deposition if enough oxygen is deposited too.11

The second approximation in the MD simulations was related
to the time between two impacts in the deposition process. In the
developed MD model, two successive impacts in the deposition
process were carried out on a time scale of picoseconds, whereas
in reality the time between impacts is on the order of milliseconds,
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ABSTRACT: It is known that film structure may change
dramatically with the extent of surface diffusion during the film
growth process. In the present work, surface diffusion, induced
thermally or activated by energetic impacts, is investigated
theoretically under conditions appropriate for magnetron sputter-
deposition of Mg�Al�O thin films with varying stoichiometry.
The distribution of surface diffusion energy barriers available to
the system was determined for each stoichiometry, which
allowed assessing in a qualitative way how much surface
diffusion will take place on the time scale available between deposition events. The activation energy barriers increase with the
Al concentration in the film, and therefore, the surface diffusion rates in the time frame of typical deposition rates drop, which can
explain the decrease in crystallinity in the film structure and the transition to amorphous structure. The deposition process and the
immediate surface diffusion enhanced by the energetic adatoms are simulated bymeans of a molecular dynamics model. The longer-
time thermal surface diffusion and the energy landscape are studied by the temperature accelerated dynamics method, applied in an
approximate way. The surface diffusion enhanced by the energetic impacts appears to be very important for the film structure in the
low-temperature deposition regime.
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for typical experimental deposition rates of 10�100 nm/min. It was
felt that this assumption wasmore or less justified, because there was
enough time between successive depositions to allow quick surface
diffusion events stimulated by the excess energy from the deposition
process. The thermally activated diffusion events, which might take
place on the longer time scales, are expected to have fairly high
barriers, so their contribution to the overall film morphology might
not be very strong.

In the present work, we take a step toward quantifying the
importance of the long-time diffusive events during the deposition
of these films, i.e., events that were omitted in the studies described
above. Using an accelerated molecular dynamics approach, we
directly simulate the long-time (ms) dynamics after every few
deposition events, to allow some surface diffusion to take place
during the film growth. Moreover, we determine the distribution of
surface diffusion energy barriers available to the system, which
allows us to assess in a qualitative way how much surface diffusion
will take place on the time scale available between deposition events.
This is done for Mg�Al�O films with varying stoichiometry. In
particular, we are interested in understanding the transition from
crystalline to amorphous film structure as the Al content is
increased, a transition that was observed both experimentally and
in our previous MD simulations.6

MD simulations follow the exact dynamic evolution of the
system, with time steps on the order of femtoseconds. Even using
currently available computer power, the MD simulations rarely
reach a “real time” greater than hundreds of nanoseconds. The
simulated time scale of MD simulations can be successfully
extended by one of the accelerated molecular dynamics
methods.12 We have chosen the temperature accelerated
dynamics (TAD) method,13 because it explores the energy
landscape and it does not require an a priori list of all possible
events, in contrast to, for instance, the kinetic Monte Carlo
method. Indeed, creating such a list in advance is not a trivial task
in the case of nonideal crystalline surfaces. The idea of the TAD
method is to describe the system evolution based on infrequent
events, as a sequence of transitions between distinct states.
Surface diffusion in solids at low temperature is an example of
infrequent events that take place on a time scale much longer
than the atomic vibration period, e.g. order of millisecond and
longer, and hence hardly can be simulated by the MD method.
The TAD method simulates the thermal surface diffusion by
state-to-state transitions, based on the activation energy barriers
computed for events discovered at high temperature. By coupling
the TADmethod with the MD model for deposition, the surface
diffusion can be accounted for in the simulations.

The paper is organized as follows. In the next section, the MD
and TAD methods used in our simulation model are explained.
Several examples of calculated activation energies for diffusion are
presented in section III. A comparison of the film structures
simulated by the MD model and by the coupled MD and TAD
models is shown as well. In section IV the activation energy barrier
distributions for surface diffusion during the deposition of films with
differentmetal ratios (i.e., 100, 80, 60, 50, and 40%Al) are presented
and discussed. We find that adding Al introduces defects in the
structure of MgO (Mg vacancies) and, hence, the diffusion cannot
be explained only by the basic atomistic mechanisms, such as
hopping, exchange, and vacancy migration, as observed on an
ideal crystalline surface. More complex rearrangements have been
noticed, and therefore, we explored the energy landscape during
the deposition of one monolayer with different stoichiometries.
Finally, conclusions are given in section V.

II. DESCRIPTION OF THE MD AND TAD METHODS

The developed MD model for simulation of thin film growth
has been presented in detail elsewhere.6 The MD package
DL_POLY14 is used to simulate the deposition of atoms. A driving
program is written, which automates the deposition and relaxation.
The reliability of the MD results is largely determined by the
interatomic potential used in the simulations.15 In the present study
a classical two-body ionic potential16 describes the interactions
between atoms. It has been demonstrated that this potential yields
good agreement with the experiments for the structure of deposited
Mg(M)O thin films (with M = Al, Cr, and Y).5,6,15 The initial
crystalline or amorphous substrate cell has dimensions of (1.7 �
1.7� 1.7) nm3. Themetal or oxygen ions are deposited one by one.
The initial velocities of theO2� ions are sampled from aMaxwellian
distribution with a most probable energy of 0.025 eV (300 K) and
random direction. The velocities ofMg2þ and Al3þ ions have values
calculated from a Maxwellian distribution with a most probable
energy of 1 eV and a direction at a certain angle, corresponding to
the position of the two metallic targets in the experiment where the
sputtering occurs.6 More details on the developed MD model to
simulate the film growth, potential parameters, and operating
conditions for the Mg�Al�O system can be found in ref 6.

The TAD method, which is described in detail elsewhere,13

accelerates the diffusion by heating the system for a short time to
obtain a sample of the possible diffusion pathways out of the
current state (energy basin) of the system. Utilizing the harmonic
transition state theory approximation, each of the escape times
for the pathways discovered at the high temperature can be
mapped onto a (longer) escape time at the lower (original)
temperature. This requires knowing the energy barrier for each of
these pathways; the saddle points are found using the nudged
elastic band method.17 After a small number of these attempted
escapes have been generated, the high temperature MD can be
terminated, and the event with the shortest time at low tempera-
ture can be accepted. Given the additional assumption of a
specific lower bound on the pre-exponential factors, a confidence
level can be assigned to the statement that the accepted low-
temperature event is the correct one, in the sense that running
further MD at high temperature would not reveal a shorter-time
event to replace it. In this way, the TAD method filters out some
of the high-temperature transitions and allows only those transi-
tions that should occur at the original temperature.

The TADmodel can be successfully used for ordered systems.
In the case of disordered systems, the number of very low energy
barriers increases substantially, which increases the CPU time
greatly, making the method ineffective for extension of the simula-
tion time scale. Therefore, a crystallineMgO (100) structure is used
as the substrate. The initial substrate system consists of 512Mg and
O ions, so that the dimension in each direction is at least twice the
cutoff radius of 0.8 nm and the surface is simulated in 3D periodic
boundary conditions by adding vacuum slabs.6

The MD and TAD models are coupled in the following way.
First, the deposition is simulated by the MD method; sub-
sequently, the dynamics are advanced using the TAD method. The
TAD approach has been applied successfully to extend the
simulation time and reproduce realistic experimental deposition
rates for studying crystal growth at low temperatures.18,19 The
method yielded significant boosts, but these were studies at very
low temperatures (∼ 70�80 K), and inmetal systems with short-
range interatomic potentials.18,19 In the present study, due to the
substantially higher original temperature (500 K) and the more
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expensive long-range ionic potential, advancing the TAD
dynamics required considerable computational investment when
the surface diffusion barriers were low, as was the case for some
stoichiometries. Therefore, directly accelerating the dynamics
was difficult and the following approximation was implemented
in order to apply the TAD method in a somewhat limited way.
The TAD method was switched on after every 10 successive
depositions in order to reduce substantially the computational
time compared to the case when the TADmethod is switched on
after each deposition. It was difficult to follow a specific deposi-
tion rate in each case, but the time between depositions was
extended far beyond the picosecond time scale. We also reduced
the computational intensity by considering only the top five
monolayers by the TADmethod, and only the ions of the top two
monolayers and the deposition layer are allowed tomove in order
to simulate the surface diffusion.

Our overall goal in this work was to obtain a qualitative
understanding of the importance of activated diffusion events.
Therefore, we used the potential of the TAD technique to
explore the energy landscape by the following simulation experi-
ment. We applied the combined MD and TADmodel to deposit
64�70 atoms, which are the number of atoms in one monolayer,
and scan for different surface diffusion events. The correspond-
ing activation energy barriers were calculated. The TAD simula-
tions were evolved for a time scale of seconds or until 100
transitions were observed, using an original temperature T = 500 K
(see above) and a high temperature T = 5000 K. This was carried
out for different metal ratios, and the activation energy barrier
distribution was calculated for each stoichiometry.

III. CALCULATED ACTIVATION ENERGY BARRIERS FOR
SURFACE DIFFUSION

The formation of a MgO diatomic molecule (dimer) plays a
major role in the MgO film growth.11 We reported15 that both
the diffusion mechanisms for hopping and the interlayer
exchange of Mg and O ions when one MgO dimer is deposited
on theMgO(100) surface, as well as the corresponding activation
energy barriers, calculated using the classical potential with
formal charges,20 were in reasonable agreement with the mecha-
nisms and activation energy barriers calculated by a DFT study.21

Therefore, this classical potential is expected to describe the
interactions correctly, not only in the bulk region for which the
parameters have been fitted but also on the surface, where the
film growth takes places. Indeed, the simulated film structure was
found to be in excellent agreement with the structure of the
experimentally deposited films.6,15

The calculated energy barriers for hopping and interlayer
exchange of Mg and O ions on a MgO(100) surface, when one
MgO dimer was deposited, were found to be on the order of
0.3�0.5 eV.15 The activation barriers depend on the number of
bonds that have to be broken and, hence, on the type and the
number of the neighboring atoms. Adding Al to Mg and O
introduces defects in theMgO structure, and hence, the diffusion
cannot be explained only by the basic atomistic mechanisms, i.e.
hopping, interlayer exchange, or vacancy migration, observed on
an ideal crystalline surface. Indeed, more complex rearrange-
ments were observed. We make no attempt to present an
exhaustive list of all possible events for the Mg�Al�O system
in this paper. In Figure 1 four possible transitions are illustrated
by their initial and final state, as obtained by the TAD method.
The corresponding energy barriers are shown as well. The atoms
in the deposited layer are presented by full colors. The atoms
occupying the surface layer are presented by weaker colors, and
the atoms from the subsurface layer are presented by semitran-
sparent colors. The activation energy barrier for diffusion of Mg
to a vacancy was calculated to be on the order of 1 eV (Figure 1a),
while the activation energy for diffusion of a MgO dimer was
calculated to be 1.53 eV (Figure 1b). Migration of Al to a vacancy
and displacement of the neighboring Mg and O have activation
energy barriers of 7.85 eV (Figure 1c), while diffusion of (MgO)2
requires an activation energy of 5.39 eV (Figure 1d).

In order to diffuse, the surface atoms have to break chemical
bonds on the order of typically 1�10 eV.22 The waiting time for a
transition with an energy barrier of 1 eV is on the order of
milliseconds for a substrate temperature of 500 K. Therefore,
when simulating the film growth, only the diffusion processes
with activation energy barriers below 1 eV are likely to be
observed between two successive impacts in the millisecond
time scale. In the experiment, the thin film grows at a typical
deposition rate of 10�100 nm/min. Hence, one monolayer is
deposited during 10�100 ms, and only a few basic diffusion

Figure 1. Examples of activation energy barriers for surface diffusion, as calculated by the TADmethod. The atoms in the deposited layer are shown in
full colors, the atoms from the surface layer are shown in weaker colors, and the atoms from the subsurface layer are presented in semitransparent colors.
The red arrows show which atom or group of atoms move. The initial and final states are presented for migration of a Mg ion from the surface layer to a
vacancy, with calculated Ea of 1.09 eV (a); for diffusion of a MgO dimer (i.e., Mg from the surface layer and O on top of it), with calculated Ea of 1.51 eV
(b); for diffusion of an Al ion to a vacancy and displacement of the neighboringMg andO, with calculated Ea of 7.85 eV (c); and for diffusion of (MgO)2
from the deposition layer, with Ea of 5.39 eV (d). The color code of the different atom types and the surface orientation is shown in the legend.
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events will be observed before the next monolayer is deposited,
unless the diffusion is enhanced locally by energetic impacts as in
magnetron sputter-deposition. TheMDmethod can simulate the
diffusion events enhanced by the energetic adatoms because the
adatom induced displacements are completed in just a few
picoseconds after the impacts, as discussed above. The TAD
model, on the other hand, simulates the thermally activated
surface diffusion.

Figure 2 presents examples of thermal surface diffusion
simulated by the TAD method (a), as well as the short-time
diffusion enhanced by the deposition of one Al ion with an initial
energy of 1 eV, as obtained by the MD method (b). The arrows
show which atom, or atoms, are displaced during the simulation.
The inter- and intralayer displacements are found to be very
similar during the thermal or energy-induced diffusion. However,
the time scale for the thermally activated surface diffusion is
much longer (i.e., order of ∼ s) compared to the time scale for
the energy-induced diffusion (i.e., order of∼ ps). Since the time
between two impacts is on the millisecond time scale, the last
transition in Figure 2a would not be observed if there would be
no additional energy supply to the surface. This means that the
surface diffusion, enhanced locally by the highly energetic metal
ad-atoms or by impacts of energetic ions from the plasma, is very
important for the film structure in the low-temperature deposi-
tion regime, where thermally activated processes are exponen-
tially suppressed. Similar conclusions were drawn from the
simulation of Pt thin film growth by the deposition of hyperther-
mal Pt atoms.23,24

As mentioned above, we combined the MD and TAD models
so that the simulation time between deposition events simulated
by the MD model could be extended far beyond the picosecond
time scale. Due to the high original temperature and complex
system under study, it is difficult to follow the exact deposition
rates. The approximations set in the combined MDþTAD
model (see section II) allowed us to simulate the deposition of
a film with sufficient thickness (i.e., 15 monolayers) to calculate
the radial distribution functions (RDFs) for the bulk film in a

reasonable computational time. Only a very small difference was
observed in the film structure between the simulations per-
formed with the MD method and the combined MDþTAD

Figure 2. Thermal surface diffusion simulated by the TAD model (a). Snapshots of the initial, intermediate and final states are shown with the
corresponding waiting times and energy barriers. The event at 9.3 s was well beyond the time for the next deposition and, hence, was not accepted. The
surface diffusion on the same surface structure, but initiated by the impact of an Al ion with an initial energy of 1 eV, was also simulated by theMDmodel
(b). The initial and final states are shown along with the simulated time. The atoms in the deposited layer are shown in full colors, the atoms from the
surface layer are shown in weaker colors, and all the underlying atoms are presented in gray color. The red arrows show which atom or group of
atoms move.

Figure 3. Snapshots (a) of thin film deposition at 60% Mg and 40% Al
metal ratio on a MgO (100) crystal substrate, simulated by the MD
model and by the combined MDþTAD method. The color legend is
shown. The corresponding Mg�O RDFs are shown in part b.
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method, in which some long-time thermally activated diffusion
was allowed. Snapshots of the films deposited only by the MD
model and by the combined MDþTAD method are shown in
Figure 3 along with the calculated RDFs. In order to calculate the
RDF, the central part of the film is cut, so that the bottom three
layers close to the substrate and the top three layers close to the
free surface are excluded. Only the Mg�O RDFs are illustrated,
since all the other pair RDFs showed the same trend. It is clear
that the two functions have very similar profiles. This leads us to
conclude indeed that the simulation of the thermally activated
surface diffusion in the typical time scale of deposition of one
monolayer has no influence on the film structure because of its
low rate. Hence, the fast deposition in the developed MD model
could be safely accepted. However, the TAD technique can be
used as a powerful tool to scan the possible diffusionmechanisms
(see Figures 1 and 2) and produces extremely interesting results,
as is shown also in the next section.

IV. ACTIVATION ENERGY BARRIER DISTRIBUTION AT
DIFFERENT FILM STOICHIOMETRIES

One of the main aims of our study was to elucidate the
mechanisms behind the transition from crystalline to amorphous
structure in Mg�Al�O films when the Al concentration
increases. Because we expected that this mechanism is related to
surface diffusion, we have calculated the activation energy
barriers for surface diffusion for several Mg�Al�O films, with
varying Al concentration. More specifically, we have studied the
distributions of activation energy barriers, in order to obtain
some statistically meaningful results.

Since the activation energy barriers depend on the number of
neighboring atoms, the deposition of one monolayer was in-
vestigated, so that as many as possible different configurations
would be studied. The energy landscape during the deposition of

64�70 atoms was investigated, and the activation energy barrier
distribution with a step of 0.1 eV was calculated for several
Mg�Al�O films. The following film stoichiometries were
considered: pure MgO, as well as Mg�Al�O films with 20,
40, 50, and 60% metal ratios of Al. The film with 60% Al was
found to be amorphous,6 and therefore, films with higher
concentration of Al were not studied. Snapshots of the final
states (top view) are illustrated in Figure 4a. The corresponding
distribution of the energy barriers is presented in Figure 4b. The
perfect coverage and crystal structure in the case of MgO
deposition is clearly observed. Adding Al decreases the coverage
and initiates the formation of defects (Mg vacancies) in theMgO
crystal structure. Furthermore, it is observed that the maximum
in the energy barrier distribution shifts to higher energy. This
could be explained by the addition of another atom type, which is
bonded more strongly, as well as by the formation of defects,
which creates an imperfect energy surface. Indeed, the Al3þ ion
has a higher charge than the Mg2þ ion, and hence, it is bonded
more strongly to the surface, taking into account that the
Coulomb energy contribution to the total configurational energy
in ionic systems is an order of magnitude higher than the short-
range energy contribution,25 as was also observed in our calcula-
tion results.

When a pure MgO film is deposited, the activation energy
barriers were found to be low and the maximum of their
distribution was observed at 0.4 eV (Figure 4b). Hence, the
surface diffusion rate is high, even at the low substrate tempera-
ture, and this explains the high degree of crystallinity of the MgO
film structure found both in the simulations and in the
experiment.6 At 20% Al, the maximum shifts to 0.8 eV, and a
further increase of the Al content spreads considerably the
distribution, showing more and more activation energy barriers
larger than 1 eV. At 60% Al, the maximum of the distribution is
found at 1.6 eV. Therefore, the degree of surface diffusion, both

Figure 4. Snapshots of the final state after deposition of 64�70 atoms with different ratios ofMg and Al (a). The atoms in the deposited layer are shown
by full colors, and the atoms in the surface layer are presented by semitransparent colors. In part b the distribution of the activation energy barriers is
presented, calculated by sampling events with TAD atT = 5000 K during the deposition of one monolayer of Mg�Al�O film for theMg/Al metal ratios
shown in part a.
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thermally activated at the substrate temperature of 500 K under
study, and locally activated by the energetic adatoms, decreases
substantially. Consequently, the crystallization is quenched by
lowering considerably the surface diffusion rate in the time frame
until the next layer would be deposited; that is, the degree of
crystallinity decreases and an amorphous structure is observed.6

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, anMDmodel for the atomistic simulation of thin
film growth was combined with the TAD method to extend the
simulation time scale and consider the thermal surface diffusion
during the simulation of complex oxide thin film growth. Because
of the high original temperature and complex system under
study, the real experimental deposition rates were not achieved.
Nevertheless, the TADmethod gave valuable information on the
surface diffusionmechanisms and their activation energy barriers.

Two types of activation of the surface diffusion, i.e. thermally
and activated by energetic impact, were demonstrated. The MD
method can simulate the diffusion events enhanced by the
energetic adatoms because the adatom induced displacements
are completed in just a few picoseconds after the impacts. The
TADmodel, on the other hand, simulates the thermally activated
long-time-scale surface diffusion. It was shown that the immedi-
ate surface diffusion activated by the energetic impacts has much
higher rates than the thermally activated long-time-scale surface
diffusion, which is exponentially suppressed in the low-tempera-
ture magnetron sputter deposition regime.

Finally, in order to elucidate the mechanisms behind the
transition from crystalline to amorphous structure inMg�Al�O
thin films when the Al concentration increases, the energy
landscape during the deposition of one monolayer was investi-
gated and the activation energy barrier distributions were calcu-
lated for Mg�Al�O films with different stoichiometries. The
calculated activation energy barriers for diffusion increase with
the increase of Al concentration in the films, and therefore, the
surface diffusion rates decrease. Consequently, the crystallization
is quenched by lowering the surface diffusion rate in the time
frame until the next layer would be deposited. Hence, this can
explain the observed decrease in crystallinity in the film structure
and the transition to amorphous structure in Mg�Al�O films at
increasing Al concentration.
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